Narcotics Anonymous Basic Text 6th Edition
bbt6e softcover 8apr08.eps 10/14/2008 10:24:11 amt6e ... - welcome to narcotics anonymous (ip #22) staying
clean on the outside (ip #23) Ã¢Â€Âœhey! whatÃ¢Â€Â™s the basket for?Ã¢Â€Â• (ip #24) ... added to the basic
text at the second edition, a mother learns that she can come out of the paralyzing fear of addiction and turn her
whole life around. she claims her seat as a woman in na and volume twenty-five volu introducing ... - narcotics
anonymous - song of celebration. the sixth edition is a truly international basic text that reflects the diversity and
strength of our worldwide na fellowship. in 1987, i received a basic text, signed by participants of a pi learning
day in rock-ford, illinois. i eventually passed it to a new sponsee, who didnÃ¢Â€Â™t have a basic text. narcotics
anonymous - nauca - dicts within the fellowship of narcotics anonymous. this basic text is based on an outline
derived from our Ã¢Â€Âœwhite book,Ã¢Â€Â• narcotics anonymous. the first eight chapters are based on the
topic headings in the white book and carry the same title. a ninth chapter has been included, just for today, as well
as a tenth chapter, more will be revealed. narcotics anonymous basic text - nebulaimg - narcotics anonymous
basic text 3rd edition revised & restored to our original non-negotiable traditions this is the 3rd edition revised
basic text as printed in 1986. however, the 4th & 9th traditions were inserted from the 2nd edition as it was felt
that they conveyed the actual sentiment of the fellowship and had been altered without consent ... central ohio
area of narcotics anonymous - effective 1/1 ... - narcotics anonymous, basic text (hard/soft) 1101/1102 $13.00
$0.00 it works: how and why (hard/soft) 1140/1143 $10.25 $0.00 just for today meditation (soft) 1112 $10.25
$0.00 the narcotics anonymous step working guides (soft) 1400 $10.00 $0.00 narcotics anonymous step
working guides - gssana - the idea for this piece of literature came from the narcotics anonymous fellowship
itself. beginning in the early 1980s, we began receiving twelve step guides and step worksheets along with
requests that we develop a standard set of guides for the na fellowship to use in working through the twelve steps.
fellowship demand propelled narcotics anonymous meetings - newyorkna - bt this meeting is focused on
discussion of the basic text of narcotics anonymous. st this meeting is focused on discussion of the twelve steps of
na. rf this meeting has a format that changes for each meeting. b this meeting is focused on the needs of new
members of na. rr this meeting has a fixed sharing order (usually a circle.) the twelve traditions of na - narcotics
anonymous - our traditions protect us from the internal and external forces that could destroy us. they are truly
the ties that bind us together. it is only through understanding and application that they work. twelve traditions
reprinted for adaptation by permission of aa world services, inc. reprinted from the basic text, narcotics
anonymous, fifth edition.
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